Comfort Cleanings destruction bins.
The first question you may ask yourself is how much does a shredding & destruction service cost?
When considering paper destruction services, price shouldn't be only the only factor that influences
your decision. It’s equally important to understand the financial and repetitional impact a security
breach could have. Making sure you select an experienced and reliable shredding company that
understands the law will help you protect your customers, employees and business. Professional
document destruction may also prevent documents from falling into the hands of a competitor,
disgruntled employee or persons with malicious intent, that may cause your company financial or
public embarrassment.
Comfort Cleaning offers convenient, affordable & secure destruction of; Any size paper &
cardboard, disks, CDs, electronic media, film, photographs, USB's, tapes, signage, Pictures,
certificates, hard drives, end of year archive boxes, magnetic strips, business documents of any
size.
Any staples, cases, plastic sleeves & folders are also destroyed with documentation.
Archive Boxes
Archive Boxes We securely destroy archive boxes containing documents that have reached their
end of life saving storage space and storage costs.
$15.00 per box (min $75 spend).
-240 Litre Bins
Document Destruction Bin 240 Litre
240 litre lockable bins provide excellent security for your documents.
$70.00 Per bin per fortnight.

ALL DESTRUCTION IS PERFORMED ON A SECURE SITE ON DAY OF COLLECTION.
PLEASE NOTE THAT PRICES MAY VARY IN REGIONAL LOCATIONS.
CONTACT US FOR REGIONAL PRICING.
Certificate of Destruction if requested.
If required a Certificate of Destruction will be issued after the completion of each job. A Certificate
of Destruction is a legal document that certifies that all documents that have been handed over to
the Comfort Cleaning have been destroyed by shredding or incinerated in a confidential manner.

Comfort Cleaning offers 100% destruction guaranteed.
Please do not hesitate to call Comfort Cleaning on 0400 078 793.
Thank you & Kind regards
Comfort Cleaning.

